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Abstract 
Eichenauer-Herrmann, J., A remark on the discrepancy of quadratic congruential pseudorandom numbers, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 43 (1992) 383-387. 
The linear congruential method for generating uniform pseudorandom numbers has several known deficien- 
cies which can render the generated sequences useless for certain simulation purposes. One of the alternatives 
is Knuth’s quadratic congruential method. Recently, it was proved that pairs of quadratic congruential 
pseudorandom numbers have uniformly excellent statistical independence properties. In the present paper it is 
shown that unfortunately a similar result cannot be obtained for k-tuples with k 2 3. It is proved that for a 
positive percentage of the possible generators the discrepancy of these k-tuples is too large. The method of 
proof relies on the evaluation of certain exponential sums. In view of the present result it becomes doubtful 
whether the quadratic congruential method is absolutely suitable for generating uniform pseudorandom 
numbers. 
Keywords: Uniform pseudorandom numbers; quadratic congruential method; statistical independence; serial 
test; discrepancy. 
1. Introduction 
The outcome of a stochastic simulation strongly depends on the quality of the pseudorandom 
numbers. A classical standard method of generating uniform pseudorandom numbers in the 
interval [0, 1) is the linear congruential method. Unfortunately, the simple nature of the 
underlying linear recursion implies several undesirable regularities in linear congruential 
sequences which can render them useless for certain stochastic simulations [3]. Recent work on 
nonlinear congruential methods can be seen as a response to the challenging problem of 
overcoming the deficiencies of the linear congruential generators (cf. [l-9,1 1 - 14,18-211). A 
review of the development of this area is given in [lo] and in Niederreiter’s excellent survey 
articles [22,23]. 
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A rather simple nonlinear approach is Knuth’s quadratic congruential method (cf. [16, p.251). 
Put L, = (0, 1,. . . , I2 - 1) for positive integers n, and let m =p” for a prime p and an integer 
w 2 2. For integers a, b, c, y. a quadratic congruential sequence ( y,,),* b 0 of elements of & is 
defined by 
V -nil =ayz+by,+c (mod m), n>O. 
A sequence (xll ),, a U of quadratic congnrential pseudorandom numbers in the interval [0, 1) is 
obtained by the normalization x, = y,Jm for n 2 0. In the following p 2 5 is assumed for the 
sake of simplicity. Similar results can be obtained for p = 2 and p = 3. It is known (cf. 
[4],[!6, p.341) that a quadratic congruential sequence with p >, 5 has maximal period length m 
if and only if 
i 
a = 0 (mod p), 
(A) b = 1 (mod p), 
c $0 (mod p). 
This property guarantees that the pseudorandom numbers are equidistributed in the interval 
10, I). 
Statistical independence properties of the generated sequences are at least as important for 
stochastic simulations as the one-dimensional uniformity. A reliable theoretical test for statisti- 
cal independence is the setial test which employs the discrepancy of k-tuples of successive 
terms in a sequence of pseudorandom numbers. For N arbitrary points t,, t,, “‘,fN_l E[O, 1Y 
the discrepancy is defined by 
Q&, f,,“..f‘& = sup IF,(J) - V(J)I, 
J 
where the supremum is extended over all subintervals J of [0, l)k, FN( J j is IV-’ times the 
number of terms among t,, t lr . . . , t,_ 1 falling into J, and V(J) denotes the volume of J. For a 
sequence ( x, ), z 0 of quadratic congruential pseudorandom numbers the points 
xR = (x,, s,_,,..-.x,+~_~) E [O, l)k, n 20, 
are considered, and the abbreviation 
D$)=D&), XIY...,X& 
is used for the corresponding discrepancy. A quadratic congruential sequence 
period length m passes the k-dimensional serial test if D$) is reasonably small, 
2. Bounds for the discrepancy 
with maximal 
In [12] lower and upper bounds for the discrepancy of pairs Dz) are established. These 
results show that it is reasonable to choose the parameter a in such a way that a f 0 (mod p2). 
Then one obtains the bounds 
1 
2(-ii + 2) Vm -l/‘,<D’2’< 
P2 
m p3/1 _ 1 
m- 1/2 
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for any quadratic congruential generator with maximal period length m =pw and p 2 5. It 
should be observed that these bounds are independent of the specific choice of the parameters 
a, b, c in the quadratic congruential method (provided conditions (A! and a f 0 (mod p2) are 
met). Hence, for small primes p the discrepancy DE) has an order of magnitude between 
rn-‘i2 and m- ‘i2(log rnj2. It is in this range of magnitudes where one also finds the 
discrepancy of m independent and uniformly distributed random points from [0, I)&, which 
should be roughly m -1/2(log log rn)“’ according to the law of the iterated logarithm for 
discrepancies (cf. [15]). Therefore the quadratic congruential method with a f 0 (mod p2) 
passes the 2-dimensional serial test, at least for small primes p. 
The following main result of the present paper shows that a similar result cannot be obtained 
for dimensions k 3 3. Its proof is given in Section 3. 
Result. Let m =p” with p > 5 and w = 31, + 2 - p for some integers v 2 0 and p E { 0, 1). If 
conditions (A) and 
are met, 
(B) (b - 1)2 - 4ac = 2p (mod pm-“) 
then the discrepancy DkkJ of the corresponding quadratic congruential sequence satisfies 
Dtk’ > 
1 
I?1 2(~~+3~+3)~ 
-(I +P)/3m - l/3 
9 
for all k 2 3. 
This result shows that for all dimensions k 2 3 and a positive fraction of the quadratic 
congruential sequences with maximal period length the discrepancy Dkk) is of an order of 
magnitude greater than m -‘I2 For small primes p it is even of an order of magnitude at least 
m- ‘I3 In conclusion one has ‘to realize that this result throws an unfavourable light on the . 
quadratic congruential method for generating uniform pseudorandom numbers. 
3. Proof of the Result 
First, some further notation is necessary. Let e(t) = e2Tir for t E Iw: for integers a! 2 1 and z 
the abbreviation x,(z) = e(z/p”) is used, and u - u stands for the standard inner product of u, 
v E Rk. The proof of the Result is based on the following lemma -which is a special version of 
[21, Lemma 11. 
Lemma 1. The discrepancy of N arbitrary points t,, t 1, . . . , tN_ 1 E [0, l)k with k > 3 satisfies 
1 N-l 
D,&,, tl,.dh;-1) a I c e(h$,)I 
2(,rrZ+37r+3)Ihlh2h31N n=O 
for any lattice point h = (h,, h,, h,, 0,. . . ,Oi E Zk with h,h2h3 Z 0. 
IfLemma1isappliedwithN=m,t,=x,forO~n<m,hl=h3=1,andh,=p-2,then 
one obtains 
1 m - 1 
Dtk’ > t11 
2(n2 + 3~ + 3)pm 
I c e(x, + (P -2)x,+1 +x,+2)L 
,,=0 
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ow, the exponential sum has to be evaluated. General background material on exponential 
sums can be found in [17]. Since the quadratic congruentia! sequence has maximal pekd 
length, it follows from its definition that 
D’“‘> 
1 
In 
2(p) + 3~ + 3)pm 
I c x,(W)) 1, 
ZEz,,’ 
where the integer polynomial P is defined by 
P(z) = ~1~2~ + 2a’bz3 + a(2ac +p + b’ + b - 2)~’ + (b(2ac +p + b - 2) + 1)~. 
For integers cx 2 1 and u, L* let 
G,(u, L’) = C x,(& + t’y j. 
\‘EE*” 
Then it follows from Q = 0 (mod p) and 3v + 2 2 w that 
c X”(W)) = c r x,(P(x+p”y)) 
ZEZ, XEZTp’ yEz+ r 
= c x,( P( x))G,_,( +P”P”( x)9 P’(x))- 
“EZp’ 
ow, (B) implies that 
P’(x) = ;(3 -ax + b - 1)‘(2ax + b + 2) (mod p”-“), 
and hence 
P”(x) = 3a(2ax + b - 1)(2ax + b + 1) (mod pw-“). 
The subsequent result follows from [12, Lemma 61. 
Lemma 2. Let CY 2 1 and ~4, L’ be integers. If gcd(u, pa) > gcd(Ll, pa), then G,(u, L:) = 0. 
In order to apply Lemma 2, let 5 E ( 1, . . . , v + 1) be defined by gcd(2ax + b - 1, p”+‘) =p’ 
for x E Z,... Since (B) implies that a f 0 (mod p’), one obtains 
gcd( ,“p”( x), ,WV) =pmin(r*+ 1 +&m--v) 
and 
gcd(P’(x), pi-“) =pmiN2S.w-v)_ 
If 5 < u, then it follows from p E (0, 1) and Lemma 2 that 
c,_,,(~p”P”( x), P’(x)) = 0. 
If t= v + 1, then one obtains 
p”P”(x) = P’(x) = 0 (mod p”-“), 
which shows that 
G,_,,( ;p”P”( x), P’(x)) =p”-“. 
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Since there exists exactly one x E Z,,. with 2ax + b - 1 = 0 (mod p”+ ‘1, it follows that 
Dk’ > 
1 
W-V 
ni 2(T2 + 37T + 3)pm 
P 9 
which yields the desired result. 
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